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Igusa’s local zeta function Z f,p(s) is the generating function that counts the number of integral roots,
Nk( f ), of f (x) mod pk , for all k. It is a famous result, in analytic number theory, that Z f,p is a rational
function in Q(ps). We give an elementary proof of this fact for a univariate polynomial f . Our proof is
constructive as it gives a closed-form expression for the number of roots Nk( f ).

Our proof, when combined with the recent root-counting algorithm of Dwivedi, Mittal and Saxena
(Computational Complexity Conference, 2019), yields the first deterministic poly(| f |, log p)-time algo-
rithm to compute Z f,p(s). Previously, an algorithm was known only in the case when f completely splits
over Qp; it required the rational roots to use the concept of generating function of a tree (Zúñiga-Galindo,
J. Int. Seq., 2003).

1. Introduction

Over the years, the study of zeta functions has played a foundational role in the development of math-
ematics. They have applications in diverse science disciplines; in particular, machine learning [72],
cryptography [2; 3], quantum cryptography [45], statistics [72; 47], theoretical physics [31; 53], string
theory [51], quantum field theory [27; 31] and biology [57; 77]. Basically, a zeta function counts some
mathematical objects. Often zeta functions show special analytic, or algebraic properties, the study of
which can reveal striking information about the encoded object.

A classic example is the famous Riemann zeta function [54] (also known as the Euler–Riemann zeta
function) which encodes the density and distribution of prime numbers [16; 64]. Later many local (i.e.,
associated to a specific prime p) zeta functions were studied; e.g., the Hasse–Weil zeta function [73; 74],
which encodes the count of zeros of a system of polynomial equations over finite fields (of a specific
characteristic p). The study of this function led to the development of modern algebraic geometry (see
[19; 30]).

In this paper we are interested in a different local zeta function known as Igusa’s local zeta function.
It encodes the count of roots modulo prime powers of a given polynomial defined over a local field.
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Formally, Igusa’s local zeta function Z f,p(s), attached to a polynomial over p-adic integers

f (x) ∈ Zp[x1, . . . , xn]

is defined as
Z f,p(s) :=

∫
Zn

p

| f (x)|sp · |dx|,

where s ∈ C with Re(s) > 0, | · |p denotes the absolute value over p-adic numbers Qp, and |dx| denotes
the Haar measure on Qn

p normalized so that Zn
p has measure 1.

Weil [75; 76] defined these zeta functions inspired by those of Riemann. Later they were studied
extensively by Igusa [34; 35; 36]. Using the method of resolution of singularities, Igusa proved that
Z f,p(s) converges to a rational function. Later the convergence was proved by Denef [20] via a different
method (namely, p-adic cell decomposition). The Igusa zeta function is closely related to Poincaré
series P(t), attached to f and p, defined as

P(t) :=
∞∑

i=0

Ni ( f ) · (p−nt)i ,

where t ∈ C with |t |< 1, and Ni ( f ) is the count on roots of f mod pi (also N0( f ) := 1). In fact, it has
been shown in [33] that

P(t)=
1− t · Z f,p(s)

1− t

with t =: p−s. So rationality of Z f,p(s) implies rationality of P(t) and vice versa; thus proving a
conjecture of [52] that P(t) is a rational function. This relation makes the local zeta function interesting
in arithmetic geometry (see [33; 21; 50; 44] for more on the Igusa zeta function).

Many researchers have tried to calculate the expression for the Igusa zeta function for various poly-
nomial families [17; 56; 66; 1; 22; 48; 65; 32; 58; 79; 81] and this has led to the development of
various methodologies; for example, the stationary phase formula (SPF), the Newton polygon method,
resolution of singularities, etc. These methods have been fruitful in various other situations [23; 82;
83; 59; 39; 40; 84; 68; 61; 85]. However, not much has been said about their algorithmic aspect
except in the case of resolution of singularities [6; 9; 8; 67]. These algorithms are impractical [7].
Indeed, the computation of the Igusa zeta function for a general multivariate polynomial seems to be an
intractable problem since root-counting of a multivariate polynomial over a finite field is known to be
#P-hard [28; 26].

In this paper, we focus on the computation of the Igusa zeta function when the associated polynomial is
univariate. The Igusa zeta function for a univariate polynomial f is connected to root-counting of f mod-
ulo prime powers pk, which is itself an interesting problem. It has applications in factoring [13; 14; 10],
coding theory [4; 60], elliptic curve cryptography [43], arithmetic algebraic geometry [80; 22; 21], and
the study of root sets [62; 15; 5; 18; 49]. After a long series of work [70; 71; 38; 60; 4; 63; 12; 42; 25],
this problem was recently resolved in [24].
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In the case of univariate polynomials one naturally expects an elementary proof of convergence, as
well as an efficient algorithm to compute the Igusa zeta function. Our main result is:

We give the first deterministic polynomial time algorithm to compute the rational function form
of the Igusa zeta function associated to a given univariate polynomial f ∈ Z[x] and prime p.

To the best of our knowledge, this result was previously achieved only for the restricted class of
univariate polynomials using methods that were sophisticated and nonexplicit. For example, Zúñiga-
Galindo [80] achieved this for univariate polynomials which completely split over Q (with the factoriza-
tion given in the input), using the stationary phase formula (see Section 1.2). The methods to compute
the Igusa zeta function for a multivariate, e.g., Denef [20], continue to be impractical in the case of
univariate polynomials. On the other hand, our approach is elementary, uses explicit methods, and
completely solves the problem.

1.1. Our results. We will compute the Igusa zeta function Z f,p(s) by finding the related Poincaré series
P(t)=: A(t)/B(t).

Theorem 1. We are given a univariate integral polynomial f (x) ∈ Z[x] of degree d, with coefficients of
magnitude bounded by C ∈N, and a prime p. Then, we compute the Poincaré series P(t)= A(t)/B(t),
associated with f and p, in deterministic poly(d, log C + log p)-time.

The degree of the integral polynomial A(t) is Õ(d2 log C) and that of B(t) is O(d).

Remarks. (1) Our method gives an elementary proof of rationality of Z f,p(s) as a function of t = p−s.

(2) Previously, Zúñiga-Galindo [80] gave a deterministic polynomial time algorithm to compute Z f,p(s),
if f completely splits over Q and the roots are provided. Our Theorem 1 works for any input f ∈ Z[x]
(see Section 1.2 for further discussion).

(3) Cheng et al. [12] could compute Z f,p(s) in deterministic polynomial time, in the special case where
the degree of A(t), B(t) is constant.

(4) Dwivedi et al. [24], using [80], remarked that Z f,p(s) could be computed in deterministic polynomial
time, in the special case when f completely splits over Qp without the roots being provided in the input.
The detailed proof of this claim was not given and the convergence relied on the old method of [80].

We achieve the rational form of Z f,p(s) by getting an explicit formula for the number of zeros Nk( f ),
of f mod pk, which sheds new light on the properties of the function Nk(·). Eventually, it gives an
elementary proof of the rationality of the Poincaré series

∑
∞

i=0 Ni ( f ) · (p−1t)i.

Corollary 2. Let k be large enough, namely, k ≥ k0 := O(d2(log C + log d)). Then, we give a closed
form expression for Nk( f ) (in Theorem 21).

Interestingly, if f has nonzero discriminant, then Nk( f ) is constant (independent of k) for all k ≥ k0.

1.2. Further remarks and comparison. To the best of our knowledge, there have been very few results
on the complexity of computing Igusa’s zeta function for univariate polynomials [80; 12]. Other very
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specialized algorithms are for bivariate polynomials (e.g., hyperelliptic curves) [11], and for the polyno-
mial xq

− a [65]. In a recent related work [78, Appendix A], a different proof of rationality of Igusa’s
zeta function for univariate polynomials based on tree based algorithm of [42] is given.

An old proof technique called the stationary phase formula is the standard method used in the literature
to compute Igusa’s zeta function for various families of polynomials. Our work, on the other hand, uses
elementary techniques and a tree-based root-counting algorithm [24] to compute some fixed parameters
(independent of k) involved in our formula of Nk( f ), for all k ≥ k0.

It is to be noted that just efficiently computing Nk( f ), for “several” k, is not enough to compute the
rational form of Z f,p(s); neither does it imply the rationality of Z f,p(s) directly.

Our algorithm is deterministic and works for general f ∈ Zp[x] (provided f has computable repre-
sentation). For earlier methods to work for f ∈ Zp[x] they may need factoring over p-adics Zp or Qp

(for example [80]), but deterministic algorithms there are unknown. See [13; 14; 10] for randomized
factoring algorithms.

1.3. Proof idea. We will compute the rational form of Igusa’s zeta function via computing the rational
form of corresponding Poincaré series

P(t) :=
∞∑

i=0

Ni ( f ) · (p−1t)i.

In addition, our method proves that the Poincaré series is a rational function of t , in the case of univariate
polynomial f (x), via first principles; instead of using advanced tools like the stationary phase method
or Newton polygon method or resolution of singularity.

To compute the rational form of Poincaré series, the idea is to compute the coefficient sequence

{N0( f ), . . . , Nk( f ), . . .}

in a closed form. That is to say, we wish to get an explicit formula for Nk( f ), the number of roots
of f mod pk, only in terms of k; with the hope that this will help in getting a rational function for the
Poincaré series P(t).

Indeed in Theorem 21, we show that such a formula exists for each Nk( f ) for sufficiently large k. We
achieve this by establishing a connection among roots of f mod pk and Zp-roots of f ∈ Zp[x]. Let f
have n distinct Zp-roots α1, . . . , αn . An important concept we define is that of “neighborhood” of an
αi mod pk (Definition 18); these are basically roots of f mod pk “associated” to αi . In Lemma 15, we
show that each root α of f mod pk is associated to a unique Zp-root αi of f : α closely approximates αi

but is quite far from other α j s, for all j ∈ [n], j 6= i . So, the root-set of f mod pk can be partitioned
into n subsets Sk,i , i ∈ [n], where neighborhood Sk,i is the set of those roots of f mod pk which are
associated to Zp-root αi .

Let the multiplicity of root αi be ei ; then f (x)=: (x −αi )
ei fi (x) over Zp, where fi (αi ) 6= 0. We call

fi the αi -free part of f . Then, for α to be a root of f mod pk we must have

f (α)= (α−αi )
ei · fi (α)≡ 0 mod pk.
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Lemma 16 says that fi possesses equal valuation νi , for all roots of f mod pk associated to αi , i.e,
ones in Sk,i . That is, the maximum power of p dividing fi (α) is the same as that for fi (β), as long as
α, β ∈ Sk,i . Note that vp((α−αi )

ei · fi (α))≥ k if and only if vp((α−αi ))≥ (k− νi )/ei .
Eventually, these two lemmas together give us the size of the neighborhood, |Sk,i | = pk−d(k−νi )/ei e.

Moreover, the neighborhoods disjointly cover all the roots of f mod pk. Hence, Nk( f ) =
∑n

i=1|Sk,i |.
This is a formula for Nk( f ), when k is large. But still the two parameters νi and ei are unknown as,
unlike in [80], we are not provided the factorization of f over Zp (nor could we find it in deterministic
polynomial time).

To compute νi , ei , we use the help of the root-counting algorithm of [24], which gives us the value of
Nk( f ), and the underlying root-set structure that it developed. We show that each representative root αi

of f mod pk is indeed the neighborhood Sk,i (Theorem 19), shedding new light on the root-set mod
prime powers.

Now we can get two equations, for the two unknowns νi , ei , by calling the algorithm of [24] twice:
first for k = ki and second for k = ki + ei , where ki is such that (ki − νi )/ei is an integer (e.g., we
can try all ki in the range [k0, . . . , k0+ deg( f )]). So, we can efficiently compute νi , ei for a particular
representative root αi , i ∈ [n]. So, this calculation also reveals some new parameters of representative
roots which were not mentioned in earlier related works [4; 24].

2. Preliminaries

2.1. Root-set of a univariate polynomial mod prime powers. We recall a structural property (and related
objects) of the root-set of univariate polynomials in the ring Z/〈pk

〉 [24; 25].

Proposition 3. The root-set of an integral univariate polynomial f , over the ring of integers modulo
prime powers, is the disjoint union of at most deg( f ) many efficiently representable subsets.

We call these efficiently representable subsets representative roots, as defined and named in [25, Sec-
tion 2]. This property of root-sets in Z/〈pk

〉 is indeed a generalization of the property of root-sets over
a field: there are at most deg( f ) many roots of f (x) in a field.

To present representative roots formally, we first reiterate some notation from [25, Section 2].

Representatives. An abbreviation ∗ will be used to denote all of the underlying ring R. So for the ring
R=Z/〈pk

〉, ∗ denotes all the pk distinct elements. Perceiving any element of R in base-p representation,
like x0+ px1+ · · ·+ pk−1xk−1 where xi ∈ {0, . . . , p− 1} for all i ∈ {0, . . . , k− 1}, the set

a := a0+ pa1+ · · ·+ pl−1al−1+ pl
∗

“represents” the set of all the elements of R which are congruent to a0+ pa1+ · · · + pl−1al−1 mod pl.
Throughout the paper we call such sets representatives and we denote them using bold small letters,
like a, b etc.

Let us denote the length of a representative a by |a|, so if a := a0+ pa1+ · · ·+ pl−1al−1+ pl
∗ then

its length is |a| = l. Now we formally define representative roots of a univariate polynomial in Z/〈pk
〉.
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Definition 4 (representative roots). A set

a = a0+ pa1+ · · ·+ pl−1al−1+ pl
∗

is called a representative root of f (x) modulo pk if each α ∈ a is a root of f (x) mod pk, but, not all
β ∈ b := a0+ pa1+ · · ·+ pl−2al−2+ pl−1

∗ are roots of f (x) mod pk.

It was first observed in [4] that there are at most deg( f )-many representative roots and they gave an
efficient randomized algorithm to compute all these representative roots (for a simple exposition of the
algorithm, see [25, Section B]).

We need a deterministic algorithm for our purpose (in Section 3.4) to count, if not find, the repre-
sentative roots (as well as count the roots in each representative root). So we use the deterministic
polynomial time algorithm of [24] which returns all these representative roots implicitly in the form of
a data-structure they call maximal split ideals (MSI). The two explicit parameters, length and degree of
an MSI immediately gives the count on the number of representative roots (as well as roots) encoded
by them, which suffices for our purpose. A similar idea to use triangular ideals for encoding roots first
appeared in [12], to count roots deterministically, but for “small” k.

We now define MSI from [24, Section 2].

Definition 5 ([24, Section 2], maximal split ideals). A triangular ideal

I = 〈h0(x0), . . . , hl(x0, . . . , xl)〉,

where 0 ≤ l ≤ k − 1 and each hi (x0, . . . , xi ) ∈ Fp[x0, . . . , xi ], is called a maximal split ideal of f (x)
mod pk if

(1) the number of common zeros of h0, . . . , hl in Fp
l+1 is

∏l
i=0 degxi

(hi ), where degxi
denotes the

individual degree wrt xi , and

(2) for every common zero (a0, . . . , al) ∈ Fp
l+1 of h0, . . . , hl , f (x) vanishes identically modulo pk

with the substitution x→ a0+ pa1+· · ·+ plal+ pl+1x but not with x→ a0+· · ·+ pl−1al−1+ pl x .

For an MSI I given by its generators h0(x0), . . . , hl(x0, . . . , xl) we define its length to be l + 1 and
degree, denoted as deg(I ), to be the number of common zeros of its generators, which is

∏l
i=0 degxi

(hi )

by definition.
Essentially, I is encoding some representative roots of f mod pk in the form of common roots of its

generators. Indeed, condition (2) of the definition is similar to that of representative roots. If (a0, . . . , al)

is a common zero of the generators then by condition (2), a0+ pa1+ · · ·+ plal + pl+1
∗ follows all the

conditions to be a representative root. Then, it is apparent that:

Lemma 6 ([24, Lemmas 6 and 8]). The length of an MSI I is the length of each representative root
encoded by it and the degree of I is the count on these representative roots. Thus, we get the count on
the roots of f mod pk encoded by I as

∏l
i=0 degxi

(hi )× pk−l−1.

We state the result of [24] which returns all the representative roots, in MSI form, in deterministic
polynomial time.
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Theorem 7 (compute Nk( f ) [24]). In deterministic poly(| f |, k log p)-time one gets the maximal split
ideals which collectively contain exactly the representative roots of a univariate polynomial f (x) ∈ Z[x]
modulo prime power pk.

Using Lemma 6 we can count them, and all roots of f mod pk, in deterministic polynomial time.

2.2. Some definitions and notation related to f . We are given an integral univariate polynomial f (x)
in Z[x] of degree d with coefficients of magnitude at most C ∈ N, and a prime p. Then, f can also
be thought of as an element of Zp[x] (as Z ⊆ Zp), where Zp is the ring of integers of p-adic rational
numbers Qp. In such a field Qp (called a nonarchimedean local field) there exists a valuation function
vp :Qp→ Z∪ {∞}. Formally, the valuation vp(a) of a ∈ Zp (Zp is a UFD) is defined to be the highest
power of p dividing a, when a 6= 0, and ∞ when a = 0. This definition extends to the rationals Qp

naturally as vp(a/b) := vp(a)− vp(b), where b 6= 0 and a, b ∈ Zp (see [41]).
Now we define the factors of f in Zp[x] as follows (note: we do not require f to be monic).

Definition 8. Let the p-adic integral factorization of f into coprime irreducible factors be

f (x) =:
∏
i∈[n]

(x −αi )
ei ·

m∏
j=1

g j (x)t j ,

where each αi is a Zp-root of f with multiplicity ei . Each g j (x) ∈ Zp[x] has multiplicity t j ; it is
irreducible over Zp and has no Zp-root.

For example, over Z2, f = 2x2
+ 3x + 1= (x + 1) · (2x + 1) has n = m = 1.

Definition 9. For each i ∈ [n], we define fi (x) ∈ Zp[x], called the αi -free part of f , as fi (x) :=
f (x)/(x −αi )

ei. We denote the valuation vp( fi (αi )) as νi , for all i ∈ [n].

The radical of a univariate polynomial h(x) over a field F is defined to be the univariate polynomial,
denoted by rad(h), which is the product of coprime irreducible factors of h. This gives rise to the
following definition.

Definition 10. Define rad( f ) :=
(∏n

i=1(x−αi )
)
·
(∏m

j=1 g j (x)
)
. Analogously, the radical of fi , for each

i ∈ [n], is defined as rad( fi ) := rad( f )/(x −αi ).

The discriminant of a polynomial h(x) ∈ F[x] is defined as D(h) := h2m−1
m ·

∏
1≤i< j≤m(ri − r j )

2,
where F is a field, the ri ’s are the roots of h(x) over the algebraic closure F, the degree of h is m,
and hm is its leading coefficient.

The discriminant D(h) is an element of F. It is clear by the definition that all the roots of h are distinct
if and only if D(h) 6= 0; i.e., the discriminant of the radical is nonzero.

Definition 11. We denote by 1 the valuation with respect to p of the discriminant of the radical of f ,
i.e, 1 := vp(D(rad( f ))).

We see that 1 must be finite, since roots of rad( f ) are distinct. The following fact is easily established
by the definition of discriminant and the fact that α1, . . . , αn are also roots of rad( f ).
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Fact 12. For i 6= j ∈ [n], we have vp(αi −α j )≤1/2<∞.

For our algorithm, 1 will be crucial in informing us about the behavior of the roots of f mod pk.

Properties of discriminants.

(1) Over Zp, if u(x) |w(x) then D(u) | D(w) and vp(D(u))≤ vp(D(w)).

(2) The discriminant of a linear polynomial is defined to be 1.

(3) If w(x)= (x − a) · u(x) then by the definition of discriminant, it is clear that D(w)= D(u) · u(a)2.

(4) The discriminant D(h) of a degree-l univariate polynomial h(x) := hl x l
+ · · · + h1x + h0, over

Zp, is also a multivariate polynomial over Zp in the coefficients h0, . . . , hl (see [46, Chapter 1]).
Moreover, it is computable in time polynomial in the size of a given h (e.g., using the determinant
of a Sylvester matrix [69, Chapter 11, Section 2]).

3. Proof of main results

3.1. Interplay of Z p-roots and (Z/〈 pk〉)-roots. In this section we will establish a connection between
(Z/〈pk

〉)-roots and Zp-roots of the given f , when k is sufficiently large, i.e, k > d1 (see Section 2.2 for
the related notation).

Recall that α1, . . . , αn are the distinct Zp-roots of f (Definition 8). The following claim establishes a
notion of “closeness” of any α ∈ Zp to an α j . Later we will apply this to a representative root α.

Claim 13 (close to a root). For some j ∈ [n], α ∈ Zp, if vp(α − α j ) > 1/2, then vp(α − αi ) =

vp(α j −αi )≤1/2, for all i 6= j, i ∈ [n].

Proof. The valuation vp(α−αi ) is equal to vp(α−α j+α j−αi ). Since vp(α−α j )>1/2 and vp(α j−αi )≤

1/2 (by Fact 12), we deduce vp(α−αi )= min{vp(α−α j ), vp(α j −αi )} = vp(α j −αi )≤1/2. �

The following lemma says that an irreducible cannot take values with ever-increasing valuation.

Lemma 14 (valuation of an irreducible). Let h(x) ∈ Zp[x] be a polynomial with no Zp-root, and dis-
criminant D(h) 6= 0. Then, for any α ∈ Zp, vp(h(α))≤ vp(D(h)).

Proof. We give the proof by contradiction, i.e, we show that if vp(h(α)) > vp(D(h)), then h(x) has a
root in Zp.

Define vp(D(h)) =: d(h). Let α ∈ Zp such that h(α) ≡ 0 mod pδ, for δ > d(h). Then we write
h(x)= (x −α) · h1(x) + pδ · h2(x). The two things to note here are:

(1). D(h) ≡ D(h mod pδ) mod pδ by discriminants’ property (4) in Section 2.2. Also, D(h) 6= 0 is
given.

(2). Let h′(x) be the first derivative of h(x) and let i := vp(h′(α)). Then, we claim that δ > d(h)≥ 2i .

Consider h′(x) = h1(x) + (x − α)h′1(x) + pδh′2(x). So, h′(α) ≡ h1(α) mod pδ. By property (3)
(Section 2.2) of discriminants, D(h) ≡ D((x − α) · h1(x)) ≡ D(h1) · h1(α)

2
≡ D(h1) · h′(α)2 mod pδ.

Then, since D(h) 6= 0 mod pδ, we deduce 2i ≤ d(h) < δ.
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Now, we show that the root α of h mod pδ lifts to roots of h mod pδ+ j, for all j ∈ Z+. This is due to
Hensel’s lemma (see [69, Chapter 15]); for completeness we give the proof.

By Taylor expansion, we have h(α+ pδ−i x)= h(α)+ h′(α) · pδ−i x + h′′(α) · p2(δ−i)x2/2! + · · · .
Note that there exists a unique solution x0≡ (−h(α)/h′(α)pδ−i ) mod p: h(α+ pδ−i x0)≡ 0 mod pδ+1.

This follows from the Taylor expansion and since 2(δ− i) > δ.
So, α− pδ−i (h(α)/h′(α)pδ−i ) mod pδ+1 is a lift, of α mod pδ. By similar reasoning, it can be lifted

further to arbitrarily high powers pδ+ j. This proves h(x) has a Zp-root, which is a contradiction. �

The following lemma is perhaps the most important one. It associates every root α of f (x) mod pk

to a unique Zp-root of f . Recall the notation from Section 2.2.

Lemma 15 (unique association). Let k > d(1+ 1) and α ∈ Zp be a root of f (x) mod pk. There exists a
unique αi such that vp(α−αi ) > 1+ 1 and thus, vp(α−αi ) > vp(αi −α j ), for all j 6= i, j ∈ [n].

Proof. Let us first prove that there exists some i ∈ [n], given α, such that vp(α−αi ) > 1+ 1. For the
sake of contradiction, assume that vp(α−αi )≤1+ 1 for all i ∈ [n]. Then, by Definition 8, vp( f (α))=∑n

i=1 ei · vp(α−αi )+
∑m

j=1 t j · vp(g j (α))≤ (1+ 1) ·
∑n

i=1 ei +
∑m

j=1 t j · vp(g j (α)).
Since g j has no Zp-root, for all j ∈ [m], by Lemma 14, vp(g j (α)) ≤ vp(D(g j )). By the properties

given in Section 2.2 we get vp(D(g j ))≤ vp(D(rad( f )))=1, proving that vp(g j (α))≤1.
Going back, vp( f (α))≤ (1+1)·

(∑n
i=1 ei+

∑m
j=1 t j

)
≤ d(1+1)<k. It implies that f (α) 6≡0 mod pk ,

which contradicts the hypothesis that α is a root of f mod pk.
Thus, there exists i ∈ [n] such that vp(α−αi ) >1+1. The uniqueness of i follows from Claim 13. �

Having seen that every root α of f mod pk is associated (or close) to a unique Zp-root αi , the following
lemma tells us that the valuation of the αi -free part of f (resp. factors of f with no Zp-root) is the same
on any α close to αi . This unique valuation is important in getting an expression for Nk( f ).

Lemma 16 (unique valuation). Fix i ∈ [n]. Fix α ∈ Zp such that vp(α−αi ) > 1. Recall g j (x), fi from
Section 2.2. Then,

(1) vp(g j (α))= vp(g j (αi )), for all j ∈ [m],

(2) vp( fi (α))= vp( fi (αi )).

In other words, the valuation with respect to p of fi = f (x)/(x −αi )
ei, on x 7→ α, is fixed uniquely

to νi := vp( fi (αi )), for any “close” approximation α ∈ Zp of αi .

Proof. Since g j | rad( fi ) and rad( fi ) | rad( f ), we have by the properties of discriminants (Section 2.2)
that vp(g j (αi ))≤ vp(rad( fi )(αi ))≤1, for all j ∈ [m].

Since vp(α − αi ) > 1, we deduce vp(g j (α)− g j (αi )) > 1. Furthermore, vp(g j (αi )) ≤ 1 implies
vp(g j (α))= vp(g j (αi )). This proves the first part.

By Claim 13, vp(α− αu) = vp(αi − αu), for all u 6= i, u ∈ [n]. Also, by the first part, vp(gw(α)) =
vp(gw(αi )), for allw∈[m]. Consequently, vp( fi (α))=

∑n
u=1,u 6=i eu ·vp(αi−αu)+

∑m
w=1 tw·vp(gw(αi ))=

vp( fi (αi )). This proves the second part. �
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3.2. Representative roots versus neighborhoods. We now connect the Zp-roots of f to the represen-
tative roots (defined in Section 2.1) of f mod pk. Later we characterize each representative root as a
“neighborhood” in Theorem 19.

Lemma 17 (perturb a root). Let k > d(1+1) and let α be a root of f (x) mod pk with l := vp(αi −α) >

1+ 1, for some i ∈ [n] (as in Lemma 15). Then, every β ∈ α+ pl
∗ is also a root of f (x) mod pk.

Proof. Since f (α) ≡ 0 mod pk, we have vp( f (α)) ≥ k. Using Lemma 16 we have vp( fi (α)) =

vp( fi (αi ))= νi . Thus, vp( f (α))= vp(αi −α) · ei + vp( fi (α))= vp(αi −α) · ei + νi ≥ k.
Similarly, vp( f (β)) = vp(αi − β) · ei + vp( fi (β)) = vp(αi − β) · ei + νi ≥ vp(αi − α) · ei + νi . The

last inequality follows from vp(αi −β)≥ l = vp(αi −α).
From the above two paragraphs we get vp( f (β))≥ k. Hence, f (β)≡ 0 mod pk. �

Now we define a notion of “neighborhood” of a Zp-root of f .

Definition 18 (neighborhood). For i ∈ [n], k > d(1+1), we define the neighborhood Sk,i of αi mod pk

to be the set of all those roots of f mod pk which are close to the Zp-root αi of f . Formally,

Sk,i := {α ∈ Z/〈pk
〉 | vp(α−αi ) > 1+ 1, f (α)≡ 0 mod pk

}.

The notion of representative root was first given in [25]. Below we discover its new properties which
will lead us to an understanding of length of a representative root, which in turn will give us the size of
a neighborhood contributing to Nk( f ).

Theorem 19 (representative root is a neighborhood). Let k > d(1+ 1) and let

a := a0+ pa1+ p2a2+ · · ·+ pl−1al−1+ pl
∗

be a representative root of f (x) mod pk. Define the Zp-root reduction αi := αi mod pk, for all i ∈ [n].
Fix an i ∈ [n], then:

(1) The length of a is large. Formally, l >1+ 1.

(2) If αi ∈ a, then α j 6∈ a for all j 6= i, j ∈ [n]. (This means, using Lemma 15, a has a uniquely
associated Zp-root.)

(3) If a contains αi then it also contains the respective neighborhood. In fact, if αi ∈ a, then Sk,i = a.

Proof. (1) Consider α := a0+ pa1+ · · ·+ pl−1al−1. By Lemma 15, there exists a unique s ∈ [n] such
that vp(α−αs) > 1+ 1. Suppose l ≤1+ 1. Then, vp(α+ p1+1

−αs)=1+ 1. As, α′ := (α+ p1+1)

is also in a, it again has to be close to a unique αt , with s 6= t ∈ [n] such that vp(α
′
− αt) > 1+ 1. In

other words, αs + p1+1
≡ α+ p1+1

≡ αt mod p1+2. Thus, vp(αs −αt)=1+ 1>1/2, contradicting
Fact 12. This proves l >1+ 1.

(2) Consider distinct αi , α j ∈ a. Then, by the definition of a, we have vp(αi −α j )≥ l >1+ 1>1/2,
contradicting Fact 12. Thus, there is a unique i .
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(3) Suppose there exists a neighborhood element β 6∈ a, satisfying the conditions vp(αi − β) > 1+ 1
and f (β) ≡ 0 mod pk. Let j be the index of the first coordinate where β and a differ; so, j < l since
β 6∈ a. Clearly, j >1+1; otherwise, since αi ∈ a and β 6∈ a, we deduce vp(αi −β)= j ≤1+1, which
is a contradiction.

By vp(αi − β) = j > 1 + 1 and Lemma 17, we get that every element in β + p j
∗ is a root of

f (x) mod pk, and consequently each element in a0+ pa1+ p2a2+ · · · + p j−1a j−1+ p j
∗ is a root of

f (x) mod pk , which contradicts that a is a representative root (because j < l; see Definition 4). Thus,
β ∈ a, implying Sk,i ⊆ a.

Conversely, consider α ∈ a. Then, as before, vp(αi−α)≥ l >1+1, implying α ∈ Sk,i . So, Sk,i ⊇ a. �

Next, we get the expression for the length of a representative root.

Theorem 20. For k > d(1+ 1), the representative roots of f (x) mod pk are in a one-to-one correspon-
dence with Zp-roots of f . Moreover, the length of the representative root a, corresponding to αi , is
li,k := d(k− νi )/eie.

Proof. By Proposition 3, every root of f mod pk is in exactly one of the representative roots. So
each reduced Zp-root αi := αi mod pk is in a unique representative root. Thus, by parts (2) and (3) of
Theorem 19, we get the one-to-one correspondence as claimed.

Consider a p-adic integer α with vp(α−αi )=: lα >1. We have the following equivalences:

α ∈ a⇐⇒ vp( f (α))≥ k⇐⇒ vp((α−αi )
ei · fi (α))≥ k⇐⇒ ei lα + νi ≥ k (by Lemma 16)

⇐⇒ lα ≥ d(k− νi )/eie = li,k .

Write the representative root corresponding to αi as a =: a0 + pa1 + p2a2 + · · · + pl−1al−1 + pl
∗.

Clearly, l = min{lα | α ∈ a} ≥ li,k . Note that if l > li,k then by the equivalences we could reduce the
length l of the representative root a, which is a contradiction. Thus, l = li,k . �

3.3. Formula for Nk( f ) — Proof of Corollary 2. For large enough k, the previous section gives us an
easy way to count the roots. In fact, we have the following simple formula for Nk( f ).

Theorem 21 (roots mod pk). For k > d(1+ 1), Nk( f ) =
∑

i∈[n] pk−d(k−νi )/ei e, where clearly νi , ei

and n (as in Section 2.2) are independent of k.

Proof. Fix i ∈ [n] and k > d(1+ 1). By Theorem 20 we get that in the unique representative root a,
corresponding to αi mod pk, the (k − d(k − νi )/eie)-many higher-precision coordinates could be set
arbitrarily from [0, . . . , p− 1] (while the rest, the lower-precision ones, are fixed). That gives us the
count via contribution for each i ∈ [n]. Moreover, the sum over neighborhoods, for each i ∈ [n], gives
us exactly Nk( f ).

Also, note that if n = 0 then the count Nk( f ) is equal to 0. �

Proof of Corollary 2. Theorem 21 gives a closed form expression for Nk( f ), when

k ≥ k0 := d(1+ 1)+ 1≤ d(2d − 1)(logp C + logp d)+ 1.
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For the other part, note the discriminant D( f ) is not equal to 0 if and only if f is squarefree. In the
squarefree case ei = 1, for all i ∈ [n]. By Theorem 21, Nk( f )=

∑
i∈[n] pνi , which is independent of k. �

3.4. Computing Poincaré series — Proof of Theorem 1. Building upon the ideas of the previous sec-
tions, we will show how to deterministically compute Poincaré series P(t)=

∑
∞

k=0 Nk( f )(p−1t)k asso-
ciated to the input f (x) efficiently, thereby proving Theorem 1. Before that, we need some notation:

Set k0 := d(1+ 1)+ 1 so we know by Theorem 21 that for k ≥ k0, Nk( f )=
∑n

i=1 Nk,i ( f ), where
Nk,i ( f ) := pk−d(k−νi )/ei e. For each i ∈ [n], define ki to be the least integer such that ki ≥ k0 and (ki−νi )/ei

is an integer. Then, Poincaré series P(t) can be partitioned into finite and infinite sums as

P(t)= P0(t)+
n∑

i=1

Pi (t),

where

Pi (t) :=
∞∑

k=ki

Nk,i ( f ) · (p−1t)k and P0(t) :=
( k0−1∑

k=0

Nk( f ) · (p−1t)k
)
+

n∑
i=1

ki−1∑
k=k0

Nk,i ( f ) · (p−1t)k .

We now compute the multiplicity ei by viewing it as the step that increments the length of the repre-
sentative root associated to αi as k keeps growing above k0.

Lemma 22 (compute ei ). We can compute the number of Zp-roots n of f as well as ki , νi and ei , for
each i ∈ [n], in deterministic poly(d, log C + log p)-time.

Proof. By Theorem 7, we get all representative roots of f mod pk implicitly in the form of maximal split
ideals (for brevity, we call these split ideals). By Lemma 6, the length of a split ideal is also the length of
all representative roots represented by it and the degree is the number of representative roots represented
by it. Since, by Theorem 20, n is also the number of representative roots of f mod pk for k ≥ k0, we
run the algorithm of Theorem 7 for k = k0 and sum up the degree of all split ideals obtained, to get n.

Suppose the split ideal I we find contains a representative root a of f mod pk corresponding to αi ,
with ki as defined before. How do we compute ki ? By Theorem 20, the length of a, when k = ki , is
li,ki = (ki − νi )/ei . Now, for all k = ki + 1, ki + 2, . . . , ki + ei , the length li,k remains equal to li,ki + 1,
while for the next k = ki + ei + 1, li,k increments by one.

So we run the algorithm of Theorem 7 for several k ≥ k0. When we find the length incrementing by
one, namely, at the two values k = ki + 1 and k = k ′i := ki + 1+ ei , then we have found ei (and ki ). From
the equation, ki − νi = ei · li,ki , we also find νi .

Suppose the split ideal I we find contains two representative roots a and b mod pk, corresponding to
Zp-roots αi and α j respectively, such that ei 6= e j (without loss of generality, say, ei < e j ). In this case,
even if a and b have the same length, when k = ki , they will evolve to different length representative roots
when we go to a “higher-precision” arithmetic mod pki+1+ei (by the formula in Theorem 20). So a, b
must lie in different length split ideals, say, Ia and Ib respectively.

Now, for another representative root c in Ia , say corresponding to αs , we have ei = es and hence
νi = νs . By computing ei and νi as before, now using the length of I and Ia , we compute es and νs
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(and ks) for every c in Ia . Since, by Lemma 6, the degree of Ia is the number of such representative roots
in Ia , we can compute n; moreover, we get ki , νi , ei for all i ∈ [n].

Clearly, we need to run the algorithm of Theorem 7 at most 2 maxi∈[n]{ei } = O(d) times, to study the
evolution of split ideals (implicitly, that of the underlying representative roots). Also 1 is the logarithm
(to base p) of the determinant of a Sylvester matrix which gives 1= O(d · (logp C + logp d)). So, the
algorithm runs in polynomial time as claimed. �

Now we prove that the infinite sums Pi (t) are formally equal to rational functions of t = p−s.

Lemma 23 (infinite sums are rational). For each i ∈ [n], the series Pi (t) is a rational function of t as

Pi (t)=
tki · (p− t (p− 1)− tei )

p(ki−νi )/ei · (1− t) · (p− tei )
.

Proof. Recall that Pi (t)=
∑
∞

k=ki
Nk,i ( f ) · (p−1t)k. For simplicity write T := p−1t and define an integer

δi := ki − (ki − νi )/ei . Now Pi can be rewritten using residues mod ei as

Pi (t)=
ki+ei−1∑

l=ki

∞∑
k=0

Nl+kei ,i ( f ) · T l+kei .

For simplicity take l = ki and consider the sum,
∑
∞

k=0 Nki+kei ,i ( f ) · T ki+kei. We find that Nki ,i ( f )= pδi ,
Nki+ei ,i ( f ) = pδi+ei−1, Nki+2ei ,i ( f ) = pδi+2(ei−1), and so on. Hence,

∑
∞

k=0 Nki+kei ,i ( f ) · T ki+kei =

pδi T ki · [1+ pei−1T ei + (pei−1T ei )2+ · · · ] = pδi · T ki /(1− pei−1T ei ). So

Pi (t)=
pδi T ki

1− pei−1T ei
+

pδi T ki+1

1− pei−1T ei
+

pδi+1T ki+2

1− pei−1T ei
+ · · ·+

pδi+ei−2T ki+ei−1

1− pei−1T ei

=
pδi T ki

1− pei−1T ei
+

pδi T ki+1

1− pei−1T ei
· (1+ pT + (pT )2+ · · ·+ (pT )ei−2)

=
pδi T ki

1− pei−1T ei
·

(
1+ T ·

1− (pT )ei−1

1− pT

)
.

Putting T = t/p and δi = ki − (ki − νi )/ei we get

Pi (t)=
tki (p− t (p− 1)− tei )

p(ki−νi )/ei (1− t)(p− tei )
. �

Now we are in a position to prove our main theorem.

Proof of Theorem 1. Recall P(t)= P0(t)+
∑n

i=1 Pi (t). We first compute P0(t), which is the sum of two
polynomials in t , namely,

Q1(t) :=
k0−1∑
j=0

N j ( f )(p−1t) j and Q2(t)=
n∑

i=1

ki−1∑
l=k0

Nl,i ( f )(p−1t)l,

both of degree O(d1). By a standard determinant or Sylvester matrix calculation one shows d1 ≤
O(d2

· (logp C + logp d)).
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We can compute the polynomial Q1(t) in deterministic poly(d, log C+ log p)-time by calling the root-
counting algorithm of [24] (Theorem 7) k0− 1 times, getting each N j ( f ), for j = 1, . . . , k0− 1 (note:
N0( f ) := 1).

Polynomial Q2(t) is a sum of n ≤ d polynomials, each with ki − k0 ≤ d many simple terms. Us-
ing Lemma 22, we can compute each νi , ei , hence, Nl,i ( f ). So, computation of Q2 again takes time
poly(d, log C + log p).

Lemma 23 gives us the rational form expression for Pi (t), for each i ∈ [n]. So, using Lemma 22 we
can compute the Poincaré series

P(t)= P0(t)+
n∑

i=1

tki (p− t (p− 1)− tei )

p(ki−νi )/ei (1− t)(p− tei )

in deterministic poly(d, log C + log p)-time.
By inspecting the above expression, the degree of the denominator B(t) is 1+

∑n
i=1 ei = O(d). The

degree of the numerator A(t) is ≤ k0+ 2d ≤ O(d2
· (logp C + logp d)). �

4. Conclusion and open questions

We presented the first complete solution to the problem of computing Igusa’s local zeta function for any
given integral univariate polynomial and a prime p. Indeed, our methods work for given f ∈ Zp[x] (with
f having computable representation) as our proof for integral f goes via considering its factorization
over Zp (Section 2.2).

We also found an explicit closed-form expression for Nk( f ) and efficiently computed the explicit
parameters involved therein, which could be used to compute Greenberg’s constants associated with
a univariate f and a prime p. Greenberg’s constants appear in a classical theorem of Greenberg [29,
Theorem 1] which is a generalization of Hensel’s lemma to several n-variate polynomials. We hope that
our methods for the one variable case could be generalized to compute Greenberg’s constants for the n
variable case to give an effective version of Greenberg’s theorem.

We also hope that our methods extend computing Igusa’s local zeta function from characteristic
zero (Zp) to positive characteristic (Fp[[T ]]) at least if some standard restrictions are imposed on the
characteristic, for example, p is “large enough”. This is supported by the fact that the root counting
algorithm of [24] also extends to F[[T ]] for a field F.

The following important open questions need to be addressed:

(1) A natural question to study is whether we could generalize our method to compute Igusa’s local
zeta function for n-variate integral polynomials (say, n = 2?). Note that for growing n this problem
is at least #P-hard [26].

(2) A related problem is of counting roots of n-variate polynomials mod prime power pk. We know an
efficient quantum algorithm mod p for n = 2 due to Kedlaya [37]. Kedlaya further asks, if we can
reduce the problem of counting points mod pk to counting points mod p for fixed k and n = 2. This
question has affirmative answer known only for variable-separated curves due to Robelle et al. [55].
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(3) Following up the problem of point counting on curves for constant k, we ask another important
related open question — how to find a single point on curves mod pk efficiently. It has an application
in factoring a univariate f (x) mod pk [25]. Can we efficiently reduce finding a single point mod
pk to finding a single point mod p, even for fixed k and n = 2?
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